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ABSTRACT

Considering the amount of interest in studying Webbrowsing behavior, there is a relative lack of tools for data
collection in this area. Those tools that do exist have
significant limitations on the data they are able to collect
or on their suitability for efficient analysis. We present
WebLogger, a tool which instruments Microsoftâ's
Internet Explorer Web browser. We have found that
WebLogger alleviates some of the problems associated
with other approaches to browser-based data collection
methods.
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INTRODUCTION

Although there has been much interest in studying and
characterizing Web-browsing behavior, there are few tools
to aid in the collection of data toward this end. Some past
studies have looked at data captured from servers and
proxies, but detailed information about a user's experience
can only be captured client-side (i.e. at the Web browser)
[5]. Other past studies have looked at client-side data
captured from an instrumented version of the now-obsolete
XMosaic browser [2, 6], but few studies have looked at
data collected from modern browsers. At least one recent
study [1] used videotaped data, which is very timeconsuming to analyze, and thus limits the number of
subjects that can be observed.
Web site designers, user interface researchers, cognitive
psychologists, and others interested in characterizing user
Web-browsing behavior need a tool which instruments
today's popular browsers. However, few attempts have
been made to instrument them because these browsers do
not offer open source code [5]. In response to the need for
such a tool, we have developed WebLogger, which records
user- and application-generated events during a user's
interaction with one of the standard Web browsers,

Microsoftâ's Internet Explorer (IE). This tool overcomes
most of the difficulties in Web browser instrumentation
that have plagued other researchers (such as how to
instrument the Back button, see [7], or scrolling).
WEBLOGGER
Description

WebLogger is a Windows-based application written in
Visual Basic that detects and records significant events
during a session of use of IE. When WebLogger starts, it
simultaneously launches an instance of IE. WebLogger
produces a text file, called the log file, which documents
user and application events at three conceptual levels,
which may be called the Input, Interface, and Application
Levels. The Input Level corresponds to user actions on the
mouse or the keyboard, such as clicks or key presses. The
Interface Level corresponds to user actions on the interface
elements of IE, such as toolbar button presses, menu
selections, and scrolling.
The Application Level
corresponds to the high-level actions of IE, such as
retrieving a Uniform Resource Locator (URL). A complete
listing of the events that WebLogger records and their
parameters is beyond the scope of this paper.

WebLogger can also, if requested, save the actual Web
content (i.e. the text, images, scripts, etc.) at which a user
looked during a browsing session with IE. It does this by
periodically copying the content stored in IE's local diskbased cache into a "safe" directory where the content
cannot be overwritten. Because of the ever-changing
nature of the Web, it is difficult to recall the exact content
that a user saw during a browsing session, but
WebLogger's content-saving feature makes this possible.
Event Detection Methods

WebLogger uses two different methods to detect
significant events. The first method involves using
Windows system hooks, a common technique for detecting
low-level system events such as mouse clicks, keyboard
actions, and operating system messages. A hook is a
function which is associated with some system event or
events. When the event or events associated with the hook
fire, Windows calls the hook. This allows the hook to
record the event.
The second method WebLogger uses to detect significant
events involves Microsoftâ's Component Object Model
(COM) technology. COM technology allows independent
software objects (i.e. applications or sub-application
widgets) to communicate through software interfaces. IE
exports an interface called WebBrowser, which allows
other applications to call some of IE's Web-browsing
functions and to be notified when IE executes certain
actions.
WebLogger maintains a pointer to IE's
WebBrowser interface. Through this pointer, WebLogger
receives notification when IE starts to load a URL, when it
finishes loading a URL, and when it is scrolling its main
window. Documentation and further discussion on COM
and the WebBrowser interface is available at [4].
Log File Format

All events in WebLogger are recorded in the same format.
WebLogger's event format was designed for both humans
and analysis software to read easily. This format stores, in
order, an event name, a list of event-specific parameters,
the cumulative time elapsed since WebLogger was started
(with millisecond precision), the differential time elapsed
since the previous recorded event (with millisecond
precision), the current Windows system time in "ticks" (a
machine-readable format, with one-second precision), and
the current Windows system time in human-readable
format (with one-second precision). See Figure 1.
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RELATED WORK

Researchers at the University of Toronto have developed
WebTracker, a Windows-based application which, like
WebLogger,
records URL calls and browser menu
requests. WebTracker does not capture scrolling events or
save content, as WebLogger does, but WebTracker does
have the advantage that it works with Netscape's Navigator
browser as well as IE. [3]
As mentioned above, some past studies captured client-side
browsing events using instrumented versions of NCSA's
XMosaic. XMosaic was distributed as an open source
application, and thus was easier to instrument than IE or
Netscape's Navigator. Catledge and Pitkow in 1994 were
the first to study user interface events using an
instrumented version of XMosaic [2]. They were followed
in 1995 by Tauscher and Greenberg [6].
In a more recent study, Byrne, John, Wehrle, and Crow
used videotape to capture subjects browsing the Web, but
only collected and analyzed five hours of usable data from
eight subjects. [1]
CONCLUSION

WebLogger is a working system for collecting data during
a Web-browsing session with Internet Explorer.
WebLogger represents an advance over past tools for
collecting such data, notably in its abilities to detect
scrolling and to save content. Though WebLogger is
limited to collecting data in a specific segment of the
browser market (those using IE and Windows), this
segment currently represents a large set of Web users.
Future studies will further demonstrate WebLogger's
usefulness as a data-collection tool.
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Figure 1. Four examples of WebLogger event output
from a log file. Each top-level parenthetical expression
represents one event.
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